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From the seismological point of view, the relation between the occurrence of
strong and weak earthquakes serves as a basic characterisatiou of the seisrnic active
regione. It has been proved ernpirically that this can be described by a negative
exponential distribution

10g(N) = A - ,log(E) , (1)

where N is the number of seismic events with the energy E ± 6.E, 26E is the
width of energy class, A (seismic activity) and řť (coefficient of repetitian) are the
parameters of the distribution. If the energy of the earth quake is classified by the
magnitude M, then analogical clepenclence

log(N) = a - bM (2)

is valid.
With the use of the relation between the energy aud the magnitucle (log(E) =

cdvI + C2), we will get the relation between tbe par ameters of the distributions (l)
ancl (2):

b = , .CI

a = A =řt : C2.

(3a)
(3b)

In the first approximation [Rudajev et al. 1982] we can assume that CI = 2;
C2 = 2 ancl thus for the parameters of the distribu tiou ir halcls that b = 2-y;
a=A+2,.

For the cornparison of seisrnic activity - of parameter A ar of the a, as the case
may be - it is necessary to realize tliat these values are cletermined for the events
with a clifferent energy value.
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The value of (l is determinecl for

M= O 10g(N) = a.

For these parameters if holds that

log(E) = C2 = 2 (it means that E = 100).

However the value of p ar ameter A is determined for E = 1 ancl thus its value is
larger than t;hat of par arneter a, which is also in goocl agl'eement with the relation
(3).

From the property of a negative exponential distribution it follows that the
value of the distribution gradient (so-callecl coeíficient of recurrence) I or b, as
the case rnay be is indirectly proportional to the mean value of radiated energy
(or magnitude) during the time interval under the study. Thus the lower value of
the coefficient af recurrence is an evidence of the increasing value of strong seismic
events.

An example of the part icular application of energy-frequency distribution for
rockbursts frorn Kladno coal mine, recorded by the local seismic netwark [Růžek
1995], is shawn in Fig.l. The figure shows two time periods with the same duration
but differing in the value of the released amount of seismic energy. The time
depenclence of cumulative seismic energy released is presentecl in Fig. 2; it is evident
that during the first quarter af the year 1995 the seismic energy release is higher
(ancl thus the average energy of one rockburst is increasing) which is reflected
in the value of the coefficient řt- This fact is in good agreernent with the above
mentionecl dependence of negative exponential distributiou. Fig.2 shows the two
clifferent shapes of seismic energy flow cornputed by clifferent methocls of energy
cletermination. In the upper part of the figure the energy is determinecl accorcling
to the definition - by the integration of the power of the amplitudo of the velocity
component. The lower part of the figure shows the energy flow determined by a
simplified approach - by the power of the integral value ať the velocity component.
Althaugh the numerical values of both cornputed cornponents slightly differ, the
course of seismic energy release is conserved. In the presented paper the shape of
energy-frequency distribution (cletel'mination of maximum number of events and
maximum energy) is analysed on the base of absolute values oť energy released.

The sirnplified approach to energy calculation (lowel' part of Fig. 2) was executed
by the hardware of the rneasuring system used for the study of acoustic ernission
originating during the loacling of rack samples, as it wilI be discussed later.

The negative exponential distribution does not describe the occurrence ať rock-
burst in the whole energy range under the study (this Iact is evident with both
exarnples shown in Fig. 1). The clecrease in the number of seismic events with low
value of energy is very often explained by the insufficient sensitivity of the measur-
ing apparatus ancl also by the unfavourable signal to noise ratio , which decreases
the identification ať all seismic events [Slavík et. al. 1992].

Very often deviations frorn tbe t.heoretical clistribution in the area of strong events
are observecl. These deviations are analysed for tectanic earthqua.kes by [Kárník
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FrG.1. Energy-frequency distribution of induced seismic events
from Klaclno coal mine basin cleterrnined for two different
time periods.

1992]. A dual law of clistribution, which describes the c1istribution of rockburst
occurrence in the whole energy range (so-called bimodal c1istribution) was explainecl
a.lso on the basis of clifferent rnechanisms of individual rockbursts ancl their position
accorcling to [Kijko et al , 1985; Lasock i 1992].

The quantity of seismic energy release is connectecl not only with the physical
properties of the fracturecl rock media (mechanícal mcdules, strengtlis, cumulatecI
cleformation energy) ancl with the time function and dynamice of the foci (fracturing
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FW.2. Time depenclence of cumulative seismic energy released
computecl by means of two different methocl of energy de-
terrnination.

velocit.y ancl cluration, stress drop in the foci) but also with the size of the seismic
foci, mainly with the dimension of the dislocation plane on which the irreversible
seismoactive cIeformation occurs. The rock rnassif is a discrete medium, where it
can be expectecl that the origin of seismoactive fracturirig is mainly connected with
weak areas, mainly on the plane of the discontinuity. The distributian of the size af
these planes of cliscontinui ty in the rack massif accorcling to the above mentioned
hypotheses should iníiuence also the quantity of seisrnic energy releasecl.

Accorcling to the linear dimension, the planes of cliscontinuity can be cliviclecl
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e.g. into 4 orders [Rac 1974].

1. order (102
- 105 m) clisloeations (fractures) of regianal gealagieal structures

2. oreler (10-2
- 10m) clisloeatians in the inner strueture ať the raek massif

3. or der (10-4 -10-2 m) discantinuity af the rnineralagical and petragraphical cha-
racter of the roek media

4. order (10-8 -10-4 m) inhamogeneities in the crystallic network.
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FIG.3. Grain size distribution ať three clifferent types of rocks:
orthagneiss, sandstone, granite.

The area of the ro ckburst research is infiueneed mainly by the disloeatians of the
seeond arcler. To elucidate the shape (clepenclenee) ofenergy-frequeney distribution
on the basis of the relation between the arnount of seismic energy released and
the dimensions af the planes of discontinuity of the media, a labaratory study
of acoust.ie emissian ariginating during the uniaxial loading of raek samples was
carry aut. Dynamie characteristics of radiated acoustic signals (frequeucy, energy)
should be infiuenced mainly by the cliscontinuities ať the thircl order. Due to this
fact, the roek sarnples uncler the study were subjectecl ta the precise petrographical
aualysis. Three types of rock samples with different grain sizes of the minerals were
studied: orthogneiss, sandstone (frorn Kladno ro ckburst area) and granite. The
results of petrographical aualysis are displayed in Fig. 3 in the form of the diameter
of the grains (in the analysis the grains were assumed ta have a spherical shape).
The sarnple of the arthagneiss, where the typical grain size was 0.1 mm displayed
the finest structure, the sandstone had the typical value of grain size equal to
0.18 mm and granite equal to 0.3 mm. With a11 three types of rock samples the
distribution has a similar sliape and tends to the norrnal logarithmic distribution.
The samples ať orthogneiss and granite had the cubic shape and dirnensions of
10 x 10 x 10 cm. The sanc1stane samples had the block sh ap e, with the base of
10 x 10 CHl and the height ať 20 cm (the acting force was perpendicular ta the sample
base). Far the recording ať acoustic ernissian, a braad-band cligital rneasuring
system was utilised, which was based 011 the newly develaped interface car d clesignecl
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for multichannel recording of acoustic ernission signals in a wide frequency and
clynamic range. The card allows us multichannel recording, processing and on-
line display of acoustic emission activity. The recording system had a constant
arnplification in the frequency range from 10 k Hz t.o 1 Mlfz , i.e.in the range of
the recorded signals. The piezoceramic transclucers were assumed to record the
velocity component of the acoustic wave (with the same sensitivity) in the above
mentioned frequency range. All samples were loadecl with constant stress rate up to
their failure. The multichannel recorcling system rnakes it possible to autornatically
cletermine the energy value of each acoustic emission event according to the forrnula:

(4)

where t is the duration of the acoustic emission event, x velocity component of the
recardecl acoustic wave.

The inaccuracy of the ab ove mentionecl relation with regarcl to the commonly
known physical defiuition of energy was analysed and diseussed by [Lokajíček et al.
1995] .

(5)

With regard to the bet that not only the shape of energy-frequency distribution
is aualysed (in the presented paper the absolute values ofreleasecl energy are given),
the simplified deterrnination of energy (Eq.4) is possible (see Fig.4). The position
of tlie maximum number of seismic events of the same energy cla.ss and a.lso the
value of the maximum energy released is preservecl.

The sha.pe of energy-frequency distribution of reeorded acoustie emission events
obta.ined for three different types of rocks is shown in Fig.5. It was founcl that
with a.ll sarnples their distribution tencls to the loga.rithrnic norma! distribution.
Characteristic energy values of radiated signals were deterrnined to be:

8.3 x 10-13 [J] for orthogneiss
4.0 x 10-12 [J] for sanclstone
6.6 x 10-11 [J] for granite,

it means that t.hey differ nearly by one order of magnitude (in cornparison with the
grain Slze, where the typical values of grain size distribution cliffered two or three
times with respect to the sample with the finest grains. The decrease in energy-
frequency distribution in the direction to lower values of euergy, with regard to
the sufficient sensitivity ancl gooe! recording quality of recording systerns, cannot
be explained by their insufficient sensitivity, as in the same energy interval where
there is a decrea.sing part the clistribution with granite, there is also a rising part of
energy-frequency clistribution for sanclstone and orthogneiss. It is eviclent that this
phenornena are connectecl with the grain size distribution and thus with the contact
planes between the grains. Two significant conclusions can be decluced from the
a.bove rnentioned exp erimental results:

- acoustic ernission of loaclecl rock samples radiates due to the mutual shear dis-
pla.cement of grains - there is no inner fracturing of grains
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FIG.4. Energy-frequency clistribution computed by two differ-
ent methocls of energy determination for the time period
1.10.94-31.12.94.

energy of radiatecl acoustic ernission signals is very sensitive to the grain size
(sensitivity is higher by one order of the magnitude), which follows from the
relation between t.he energy of radiatecl signal ancl the plane size of clislocation
(there is no linear depen dence].

Under labor atory conditions the maximum value of released seismic energy from
rock sample is clependent on the maximum size of the sarnple. With orthogneiss
ancl granite the maximum value is nearly the same, equal to 1 x 10-6 [J] an d for
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Fro. 5. Energy-frequency distribution of acoustic emission from
cliJťerent ro ck sarnples.

sandstone is slightly higher (the volume of the sample was tree tirnes higher) -
equal to 3 x 10-6 (J].

The maximum possible energy releasecl of rockbursts is limited by the thickness of
seclimentary overburclen layers, which reach the value of up to 40 rn [Přibyl, Rudajev
1969]. By the application of the relation ernpirically cleterminecl for Ostrava coal
mines [Kalenda 1995], the maximum possible value of released energy could reach
approximately the value of 106 J. This value was not attainecl cluring the monitorecl
half-year time interval. By the conjunction of laboratory ancl field results, it si
possible to deterrnine the regressive relation between the linear dimensíon of the
foci (source ofradiation) Y and t.he arnount of seismic energy released E, see Tab. 1.

TAB. 1

grain size (Y) [mm] 0.1 0.18 0.3 40000.

energy (E) [J] 8.3 x 10-13 4.0 X 10-12 6.6 x 10-11 1.0 x 106

Thus
log Y [mm] = 0.31 10g(E) [J] + 2.74. (6)

The graphical representation of equation (6) is presented in Fig. 6, where the en-
ergy ofacoustic emission signals is determined by the maximum of energy-frequency
distribution function, so-caIlecl characteristic value of energy. The energy value
of 106 J is given by the maximum observecl energy of rockbursts at the Kladno
mine region, whichca.n be released due to the tectonic structure [Přibyl, Rudajev
1969] from the saudstone layer with ma.ximum thickness of 40 m. By D. the energy
value representing the characteristic energy value of seismic events equal to 30 J
(log(E) == 1.5) is denotecl. From this graph it follows that the typical dimension
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FIG. 6. Empirical relation between releasecl seismic energy and
clifferent dimensious of rock elements.

of tectonic faults, which are responsible for the radiation of seismic energy, is ap-
proximately 1.5 m. This result lS in good agreement with the observed tectonic
ťracturing uf this area.

From the obtained results a very irnport ant methodological instruction follows,
namely that the pararneters of energy frequency distribution (A, řt 01' CL, b, as the
case may be) mu st be determined, for which the energy interval (01' the ma.gnitude
interval) of the negative exponentional dist.ribution was calculated arid which was
the whole enel'gy range of recordecl signals.
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